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Portable Bone Density Scans Made Easy
- Rental Options Available
The MiniOmni Bone Density Scanner covers HEDIS OMW for 2 Years & OSW for Life

HEDIS OMW
HEDIS OSW
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Bone Density Screening Made Easy
Start improving your measures with our bone density scanner – Now 3 Times Faster Patient Screening
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Portable

A small & lightweight bone density scanning device less than 2 lbs.
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Fast

Fast and Accurate. Takes less than a minute to get the results.
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Report

Print out a detailed report, save it locally or export to EMR.












Success Stories
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Love the convenience and portability
The MiniOmni portable bone density scanner has been an excellent addition to our wellness program. It offers the ability to do screenings in various settings whether near the home or in fixed clinics.  The convenience to patients will drive up overall compliance with HEDIS measures which will improve patient care and outcomes.  Patients love the ability to get the test at the time it is recommended.
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David Nill, MD
Family Physician
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The Sunlight MiniOmni offers convenience and peace of mind!
The Sunlight MiniOmni offers convenience and peace of mind for our technicians and patients. Our experience with the Sunlight MiniOmni has been very positive, it was a seamless integration into our technicians’ work schedule and allows us to deliver peace of mind to our patients regarding their health. Our patients like that the exam is non-invasive, quick, and can be adapted to their home environment with ease.
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Brandon Condiff
Retina Labs USA Inc. 
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The machine’s performance is excellent!
Thank you for the superb customer service. I use the Mini Omni Device daily and I love the fact that it is so lightweight and easy to transport. The results seem to be accurate when comparing to patients having a DEXA scan after I scan them. I have never had any difficulties when using the machine. The machine’s performance is excellent.
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T. Crawford
BlueCross BlueShield, AL
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Improvement in our overall ratings!
We are very satisfied with our Beam Med scanners.  The Florida Blue Retail Centers have been able to add about 10% more members scanned for the overall OMW HEDIS measure, resulting in a one star improvement in our overall rating. 
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C. Barcellona
Florida Blue
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The MiniOmni device is easy to use and user friendly.
Our team, Care Connectors, uses the MiniOmni device in all types of settings, throughout the entire United States. The MiniOmni device is easy to use and user friendly.
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Tarana S.
Director of Network Management, Care Connectors Medical Group, CA
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We enjoy the simplicity of using the MiniOmni!
It’s size makes it very portable and convenient to bring to health fairs. Clients enjoy how easy it is to have the ultrasound testing performed on the wrist without having to disrobe. We encourage physical therapists to perform bone health screening using QUS on their clients.
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Cynthia W.
Assistant Professor
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The Sunlight Ultrasound was a valuable tool for the assessment of fracture risk
In our experience, the Sunlight Multisite Quantitative Ultrasound has proven to be a very accurate and reliable clinical and research tool. We will continue to use it and have an extensive research and publication plan in place to further detail our use of it and its strengths in assessing fracture risk and, we hope, in monitoring patient response to therapy.
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Dr. Shan Davidson
Senior Scientist, a priori medical sciences inc.
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We are so happy with the results from the Mini Omni!
We are so happy with the results from the Mini Omni portable bone density scanners that we recently purchased more units. Our group screens hundreds of people every year through community health screenings in MT, WY, and Colorado. We like that it is easy for anyone on staff to use, and also in training on-site volunteers to operate in this screening setting. The equipment doesn’t take much time or space and isn’t temperature dependent during transport. Product support and delivery was also very convenient and easy.
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Marge H.
Western Health Screenings
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The MiniOmni was a Significant Part of our Success!
As was proven, in-office screening using the Sunlight MiniOmni is the most practical way to guarantee 100% compliance for the general OMW population. When using the MiniOmni, any office can quickly close gaps, prevent gaps, improve its OMW score and finally, in the future, reduce the overall number of fractures. We know that there were a number of factors that helped bring about the year over year STARS improvement from 3 to 4 in 13′ / 14′, including; emphasis with offices to improve OMW, the designation of a person to follow up on GAPS, and having bone density screening device available in the clinic. The use of the MiniOmni bone densitometer was significant part of this success.
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Dr. Sumfest & Dr. Hernandez
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I highly recommend the MiniOmni!
I highly recommend the MiniOmni portable bone density scanner. My group purchased several Mini Omni and have been very pleased with the results. We perform dozens of scans every week, at many centers, for Preventative Care screening. We like that it is easy for anyone to use, on a desk or table, even in a small office area. The responsiveness with product delivery and support was easy and convenient.
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Manuel B.
American Care Centers
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The machine’s performance is excellent!
Thank you for the superb customer service.  I use the Mini Omni Device daily and I love the fact that it is so lightweight and easy to transport.  The results seem to be accurate when comparing to patients having a DEXA scan after I scan them.  I have never had any difficulties when using the machine.  The machine’s performance is excellent.
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T. Crawford
Senior Manager, Retail Care, AL
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I am amazed how quick and easy it is!
We started our MiniOmni bone density sonometer testing phase, and I am amazed how quick and easy it is. Our team simply watched the Training Videos and we were able to start immediately, and complete several bone density screenings successfully.
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Sarah H.
Quality & Copulation Health



		

			

	
		

	

		

	









Start Improving Your Measures Now
BeamMed’s HEDIS OMW Bone Density Solution that fit the NCQA HEDIS measures and close the HEDIS gaps.
Sunlight MiniOmni™ is an ultra-small screening device that can bring a huge benefit to osteoporosis diagnosis and monitoring. Highly affordable and easy to use, it delivers accurate bone density assessments. Click Play to see how Sunlight MiniOmni enables early assessment of osteoporosis – without x-rays. Ultra-small and light bone sonometer that enables reliable, accurate, non invasive and safe early assessment and monitoring of bone density – with exceptional cost-effectiveness. USB connectivity to PC/laptop.
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Upcoming Events
You are cordially invited to join us at any future events. Click below to view our latest upcoming events.
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                                                NAACOS – Spring 2024 Conference

                                                Baltimore Hilton
401 W Pratt St, Baltimore, MD 21201
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                                                Qualipalooza: RISE Quality Leadership Summit 2024

                                                Signia Hilton
159 Northside Dr NW, Atlanta, GA 30313
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                                                RISE West Summit Annual 2024, Colorado Springs CO

                                                The Broadmoor
1 Lake Ave, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
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                                                HEDIS & Quality Improvement Summit 2024

                                                Luminary Hotel & Co.
2200 Edwards Dr, Fort Myers, FL 33901
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                            14                            December

                            2024

                        

                    

                    
                                                RISE CMS Star Ratings Master Class 2024

                                                InterContinental hotel San Diego
InterContinental San Diego, an IHG Hotel, Bayfront Court, San Diego, CA, USA
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"The Only Hand-Held Bone Density Screening Device Currently on the Market"







MiniOmni
Portable. Affordable.





For Portable Bone Density Solutions, Call (800) 769-6808
Affordable, Professional Solutions for Early Assessment of Osteoporosis.
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		Visit Our Next Event
See our upcoming events, visit our booth and learn how our bone density screening devices can improve quality.



Upcoming Events







Call For Information
Interested in finding out more information on our solutions or products? Contact BeamMed by phone, 9am-5pm Est.



(800) 769-6808







Email For Inquiries
Have a question or inquiry? You can always send us an email to request more information on our products.
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We develop, manufacture and market bone health-related early assessment and monitoring solutions. In particular, we lead the market with advanced ultrasound technology and devices that enable physicians to provide early assessment, diagnosis and monitoring of osteoporosis.
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800-769-6808


 

+972-3-923-6869
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950 S. Pine Island Rd

Plantation, FL 33324, USA




8 Ha-Lapid StreetPetah Tikva 4925822, Israel



© 2024 BeamMed Ltd. All rights reserved.


 Average of 5 based on 106 Ratings
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